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SOCIAL ECOLOGY, DEEP ECOLOGY AND LIBERALISM:
A Constructive Exploration ofMurray Bookchin's Confusions

When environmental thought first began to attract a mass popular
following, adherents of traditional political ideologies did not know what to
make of it. Left and Right alike denoimced environmentalists as woolly
headed simpletons getting in the way of the more important issues over
which they'd been fighting for decades. Obstinantly, neither
environmentalists nor the issues which motivated them went away.
Instead, they grew in numbers and intensity.

During the last two decades some advocates of traditional political
ideologies have attempted to adopt environmental concerns as their own.
This is particularly true on the left, where the environmental critique of
modem society promised to be yet another club with which to beat the

bourgeoisie. The right, broadly defined, has been less receptive, perhaps
because so many of its advocates believe that if the left finds value in

something, it probably isn't worth anything. Only recently have there been
the beginnings of substantial friendly interest from that portion of the
political spectrum. (1)

Is left wing thought capable of really grasping the underlying
character of environmental concerns? I will argue that left-
environmentalist analysis does not possess the intellectual tools to grasp
even the mdiments of what one of its leading spokesmen, Murray
Bookchin, terms "social ecology."

After explaining Bookchin's position as I understand it, I will first
criticize it from a neo-liberal position. I will argue that Bookchin's
shortcomings have little to do with his commitment to the environment.

Indeed, environmentalist perspectives are largely imtouched by the
collapse of Bookchin's system. However, the second part of this paper will
present a complementary "deep ecological" critique of Bookchin, and of
many although not all neo-liberal views as well. I will conclude by
arguing that "evolutionary liberalism" offers a sound foundation for

ecological social theory, particularly when enriched with insights from
deep ecology.

Perhaps more than any other leftist thinker, Murray Bookchin has
sought to integrate environmental concems into his critique of liberal



society. Unlike most, he is no newcomer to these issues, having written on
them for decades. Our Synthetic Environment, his earliest book on the
subject, even predating Rachel Carson's Silent Spring by a few months.(2)
Bookchin terms the perspective he has developed "picks up the organismic
thread in Western ontological philosophy that runs from Aristotle to
Hegel, the social tradition initiated by Marx and Kropotkin, and the
historical perspective openedby the age of democratic revolutions."(3)
Many ofthe themes Bookchin has developed have since beenadopted by
other leftist environmental writers (4) Alas, they also usually adopt his
errors as well. Consequently, a critique ofBookchin will also be a critique
of left environmentalism generally.

Bookchin condemns modern liberal society on both moral and
practical groimds. Modern society is deeply and irreversibly immoral and
as a result of this immorality, it is ultimately destructive to life itself. Not
surprisingly for a leftist thinker, the most insidious villain of modem life

is the market, and all that is wrong with human existence can be traced to

the types of relationships promoted by market institutions. Unlike most
leftist thinkers, however, Mr. Bookchin traces the roots ofour present
crisis to the distant past, a past before the emergence of classes or the
state.

Unlike Marxist analysts, Bookchin does not focus on class

relationships as central to the evils which underlie modernity. Instead, he
targets hierarchy. He defines hierarchy as the "cultural, traditional and
psychological systems of obedience and command ".(5) Domination and
hierarchy existed before either states or classes. It is here, Bookchin
argues, and not in class struggle that our modern crises' deepest sources
lie. Early "organic" hunting and gathering societies were egalitarian, he
claims. But their primitive harmony was doomed to be overturned by
population pressure, technological change, and manipulation by elders,
shamans, and warriors. (6) These first social specialists "interposed
themselves between people" and so "permanently mediated their
relations thereby establishing "the formal conditions for hierarchy and
exploitation. "(7) With the creation of sufficient surplus so that some could



live at the expense of others' labor, hierarchy became coupled with
outright exploitation. The development of hierarchy appears all but
inevitable, according to Mr. Bookchin., for the "violation of organic society
is latent in orgamc society itself. [Its primal unity] is weakened merely by
the elaboration of the community's social life - its ecological
difFerentiation."(8)

Perhaps the critical step in hierarchy's development, Mr. Bookchin
writes, was the loss of women's parity with men, for in the process
hierarchy became established "not only objectively, in the real workaday
world, but also subjectively, in the individual consciousness." (9)
Hierarchy's most insidious character is not its visible chain of command
but rather the mode of consciousness which it fosters. Hierarchical orders
force those on the bottom to repress their own basic character. To persist,
this repression must be legitimated, even to some degree in the eyes ofits
victims. As a result, women and other oppressed groups come to accept
the inevitability, and even desirabilityof toil, guilt, and sacrifice. This
psychological deformation prepares the groimd for material exploitation.
As a mode ofconsciousness, Bookchin holds that hierarchy finds its
earliest roots in the cradle "where infants are taught to deal with
'otherness' as potentially hostile, as 'objects' to be controlled. It is the
breeding ground for those primary distinctions based on gender that are
inculcated in the young. Finally, it teaches the young to accept their place
in the social pyramid. . . . "(10)

With the rise ofa hierarchical mentality the always present
differences between people are now perceived in terms ofinferiority and
superiority. The strong and successful individual becomes the one who is
superior to others. Rivalry becomes a constant in human relationships.

Initially hierarchy and domination existed within a network of
personal relationships, as they do even today in some tribal societies. But
over time personal status roles became rooted in and justified by tradition
and iiltimately by impersonal institutionalization. The modern state is an
expression of this condition, in which domination and hierarchy have
become so interwoven with our way of life as to blind us to the possibilities
of its absence.



According to Bookchin, the principle of hierarchy characterizes both
state and market. The state is usually conceived in hierarchical terms by
most people. But what about the market? So long as freedom ofentryis
maintained, markets appear at first glance to be equalitarian. But
Bookchin argues that resource use was initially governed by the principle
ofusufruct, "the freedom ofindividuals to appropriate resources merely by
virtue of the fact that they are using them".(ll) The concept ofprivate
property, which allows me to deny others the use of something while not
using it myself, did not exist.

With the rise ofhierarchy, and thereby a sensitivity to what was
under my control and what wasn't, the usufruct status of property ceased
to be taken for granted. When commxmal property became consciously
chosen in the sense that people could imagine it being otherwise, a "first
step was taken towards private property. Private property, with its right
to exclude others, thereby becomes a means for exercising control and
domination over others.

Similarly, as social relations became hierarchical they also became
more calculating. Reciprocity became a conscious choice rather than
simply being taken for granted. This marked a "first step" towards
exchange and the market economy and its instrumentalization of action
in which others become means to my ends. (12) Presumably private
property, - more accurately, private property rights - by legitiming the
ability of one person to exclude another from using something, is an
exercise of hierarchy," although Bookchin demonstrates no necessary
connection between exclusion and instrumental action.

According to Bookchin, the liberal conception ofjustice affirmed the
"inequality ofequals," liberal justice protects only the equality ofinhuman
abstractions while masking the inequalities persisting between concrete
human beings. By contrast, organic societies tended "to operate
unconsciously according to the equality of unequals " in the sense that
everyone had access to the community's resources. Thus, inequalities
were not denied, but they were compensated. "Equity, here, is the
recognition of inequities that are not the fault of anyone and that must be
addressed as a matter ofunspoken social responsibility." (13) Everyone in
organic society was guaranteed an "irreducible minimum." ( Bookchin



admits that they made no real provisions for outsiders, but does not grasp
this fact's serious implications for his position, as we shall see. (14)

The triumph of liberal society enshrined the principles of hierarchy,
antagonistic competition and perpetual insecurity, and this drove people
towards a never-ending desire to accumulate more and more power,
property, and status. Hence, liberal society incorporated the principle of
unlimited growth at its core, for only ever greater accumulation seemed to
promise the security that was otherwise lacking. Bookchin admits that
growth is needed to battle scarcity, but he argues that the roots of this
scarcity lie in hierarchy and domination, not material insufficiency, and
thus in liberal modernity and not in the human condition. "Just as
capitalism leads to production for the sake ofproduction, so too it leads to
consumption for the sake of consumption." (15)

The impersonality ofmarket relations, and their capacity to create
needs which they can never fulfill, leads to their domination over all
personal relationships. The ever present need to produce draws more and
more of the world into market relations.(16)

By the middle of the present century . . . large-scale market
operations had colonized every aspect of social and personal life. The
buyer-seller relationship . . . became the all-peiwasive substitute for
human relationships at the most moleciilar level of social, indeed,
personal life. [It] places the parties involved in the exchange process
in an inherently antagonistic posture; they are potential rivals for
each other's goods. The commodity - as distinguished from the gift. .
. leads to rivalry, dissociation, and asociality.

Thus, "the bourgeois commodity system becomes the historical
culmination of all societies ... in which human relations are mediated
rather than direct or face to face."(17)

In making this argument, Bookchin joins the long list of thinkers
who argue that reason defined in purely instrumental terms is an
inadequate, even irrational, conception ofour highest faculty. There are
two kinds of reason, he writes: Reason as an instrument to achieve our
ends and reason as an instrument to define our ends. Modern society has
enthroned the former, but ignored the latter. Further, "the current



ecological crisis . . , reminds us that the preemptive claims of
instrumental reason are failures in their own terms . . .

.[Instrumentalism's] quest for innovation threatens to tear down the
planet itself. (18) By virtue ofbeing divorced from the matrix of
relationships which sustain life and creativity, instrumental reason
becomes the enemy of both.

The human cost of the market's triumph is incalculable. Bookchin
observes that never before have personal relations become so impersonal
and never before have social relations become so asocial."(19) Growing
standardization, which he sees as stemming from the market's triumph,
leads to a "hollowing out" of the community, and as its natural richness is
dissolved there is a "concomitant hollowing out ofpersonality itself. . . .
The isolated, seemingly autonomous ego that bourgeois society celebrated .
. . turns out to be the mere husk of a once fairly roimded individual."
Thus, simplification of the natural world has its uncanny parallel in the
simphfication of society and subjectivity."(20)

Standardization of human beings is both the result of and the fertile
soil for the trimnph ofbureaucracy. Administrative agencies staffed by
narrow professionals come increasingly to substitute for family,
neighborhood, and town. People's spontaneous organizing capacities are
increasingly shunted aside in favor ofmanagement by self-perpetuating
corps of experts.

Because Bookchin believes he has foimd a profoimdly destructive
foxmdation for all market exchange relationships, he can argue that the
market is inherently immoral. Even the seemingly innocous process of
price formation "is not merely an impersonal 'amoral' computation of
supply versus demand. It is an insidious manipulation ofboth supply and
demand - an innnoral manipulation of hmnan needs as part of an
immoral pursmt of gain."(21)

A thin line of corruption subtly permeates all social relations and, as
relations become more complex and interrelated, the potential for
domination bred by hierarchy finally blossoms forth as a poisonous weed
threatening to choke offall life - the kudzu of the soul. Thus, a
nonhierarchical society needs "to alter every thread of the social fabric,
including the way we experience reality. . . ."(22)
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An effective critique of capitalism, Bookchin argues, must include
attacking the dominant conception of rationality underlying capitalist
society. Organic society provides a starting point for his critique, for he
argues that classical "techne" was "conceived holistically, in the sense
that we today describe an ecosystem. Skills, devices, and raw materials
were interlinked in varying degrees with the rational, ethical, and
institutional ensemble that underpins a society . . . all were regarded as
an integrated whole."(23) Consequently, "the technical imagination of
organic society . . . exhibited an enchanted S3mthesis ofcreative activity.
No subject and objectwere placed in opposition to each other . . . ."(24)

Organic societies lived in an animistic world. Nature was not an
inert force upon which human beings acted. Rather, men and women
lived with a sense of reciprocal relationships with their environment.
Consequently, in the realm of production, "both labor and the materials on
which it worked were coequally creative, innovative, and most assuredly
artistic."(25) Organic animism, Bookchin argues, provides a powerful
corrective to today's simplistic scientism, which presupposes "that nature
is orderly, and that this order lends itselfto rational interpretation by the
human mind, but that reason is exclusively the subjective attribute of the
human observer, not ofthe phenomena observed." Bookchin suggests
"that an orderly world that is also rational may be regarded as a
meaningful world." To say that it is meaningful suggests the presence of
purpose, consciousness, intentionality, subjectivity - in short the qualities

we impart to humanity as distinguished from nature, not to humanity as
an expression of nature "(26)

Bookchin argues that if nature is seen as rational, it becomes "the
matrix for an ethics, the source of ethical meaning that can be rooted in
objective reality. . . . nature need merely be fecund and creative - a source
rather than a 'paradigm'." When we finally imderstand ethics as growing
out of and in harmony with nature, our "sense of incompleteness" will
finally begin to be overcome.(27)

A good Hegelian, Bookchin believes he has grasped the meaning
behind evolution, and therefore how to enter into harmony with



natur6.Th6r6 is some kind ofdirectionality toward ever greater
differentiation or wholeness" in natural evolution "insofar as [nature's]
potentiality is realized in its full actuality." (28) In evolution, "an
expanding whole is created by the diversification and enrichment of its
parts . (29) While nature has an intrinsic tendency to develop in this way,
things are "incomplete and unactualized in their development .... (u)ntil
they are what they have been constituted to become "(30) This inner
djmarmc ofnatural evolution provides his criteria for the good society.
Whether a society is . . . moral or immoral, for example, can be

objectively determined by whether it has fulfilled its potentialities for a
rational and moral society." (31)

A rational and moral society is a free society. Bookchin holds that
"the degree offreedom in a society can be gaged bythe kind of
relationships that unite the people in it. If these relationships are open,
unalienated and creative, the society will be free. If the structures inhibit
open relationships, either by coercion or mediation, then freedom will not
exist. .. ."(32) But what would such a society looklike?

He suggests that a glimpse of such a liberated world comes from
distingmshing between pleasure and happiness. Happiness, Bookchin
writes, is the mere satisfaction of need" whereas pleasure is "the
satisfaction ofour desires." Happiness is not enough. "The social quest for
happiness . . . tends to . . . shrewdly devalue or repress the quest for
pleasure" thus it is "precisely in the utopistic quest for pleasure, I believe,
that humanity begins to gain its most sparkling glimpse of
emancipation."(33)

In his magnum opus. The Ecology of Freedom, Mr. Bookchin
provides a history of Western utopianism from its origins as a nostalgic
look backwards to an early "Golden Age" to movements which
increasingly find perfection a promise ofthe future. Throughout the
Middle Ages these utopistic movements arose, only to be destroyed by the
power ofthe rulers. Despite their failure they hold open a vision ofa
liberated world, and provide us a sense ofthe direction to travel inorder to
overcome the present.

Mr. Bookchin's rational and moral communities will be ordered both
internally and in their relations with one another along the fundamental



principles of organic societies, namely usufruct, complementarity, and
the irreducible minimum.(34) Politically, this takes the form of a system of
free commxmities federated together for common projects but each
controlled directly by their citizens exercising their choices within a
regime of public virtue. (35)

This vision returns Bookchin to some of his earliest interests as to

how the quality of city hfe may be made more free and humane. Jobs
would be "readily rotated" and "members of the communities would be

disposed to deal with one another in face-to-face relationships rather than
by electronic means "(36) Mr. Bookchin believes that such

arrangements will enable us to achieve his ideal for human relationships:
that ineffable qualitative and disinterested sense of mutual welfare such

as we expect in parental and sibling relationships."(37)
All this is very well and good, but what institutional foundations

would make such a society possible? The Greek democratic city state
seems to be Bookchin's ideal. He recommends that the citizens'

assemblies of neighborhood self-government and small town meetings be
resurrected. These assemblies then need to confederate into leagues.
Further, political participation should school citizens into taking a wider
view of issues than narrow self interest and promote republican virtue
instead of bourgeois selfishness. Finally, the economy should be
municipalized, thereby absorbing "the material means of life into
commimal forms ofdistribution." (38) But beyond this Bookchin says little.
Like Marx before him, he leaves the details to the future.

ANeoliberal Critique ofBookchin
From a liberal perspective I will develop two basic criticisms of

Bookchin's argument. First, he does not understand problems of scale.
This failure takes many forms. He ignores differences between face-to-face
interactions among people who know one another and those involving
strangers and he appears unaware of the "coordination problem" and how
it applies to his praise of a decentralized society. Second, his view of
competition and cooperation, both as they occur in the market and in



nature, is much too simplistic. As a consequence, he understands neither
markets nor ecosystems.

Organic society's virtues are quite real, and modernity has brought a
great loss by diminishing their role in our lives. But to a significant degree
the virtues of premodern society grow from its small scale. Informal
means for keeping the peace and preserving social mores ran easily
operate in such an environment. Helping those who are poorly off through
no fault of their own can also flourish under such circumstances.
Friendliness and interest in the well-being of known others can
predominate. Garret Hardin points out that the Hutterites, a growing
group of small commxinal religious communities now numbering more
than 50,000 members in the United States, dehberately limit the size of
their communities to 150, for they have discovered that whenever a group
grows larger than that, shirking of community work begins to increase
faster than population. When population growth within a Hutterite
commxinity exceeds 150, it splits into two communities. (39)

But strong pressure for social conformity is usually the dark side of
premodern society. This pressure, and the power of gossip and ostracism
against the deviant, help maintain behavior in accordance with group
norms, and enable such societies to dispense with the more impersonal
means for enforcement characteristic oflarger societies. Historically, it
has usually been inlarge cities (relative to their societies) that creativity in
the arts and sciences best flourishes. In the relative anonymity of big
cities, people who march to the beat ofa different drummer can,
ironically, more easily find kindred souls and avoid social disapproval
than in small homogeneous communities. In a word, the good things
about small commiinities stem from everyone's knowing and being
interested in one another, and so do the bad things. Advocates of
smallness who refuse to address this do not deserve to be taken
seriously. (40)

Not all small face-to-face societies appear inclined to breed
conformism. Many, though not all. Native American cultures, such as
the Dakota, honored individuality. They were also frequently highly
competitive, which I doubt would please Mr. Bookchin. In fact, the variety
of modes of life among Native American peoples suggests that Bookchin's



idealized image of organic societies is based at best on selective

extrapolation from some peoples while ignoring others. (41)
For an analyst who continually writes of the advantages of holistic

reasoning and an ecological perspective, Bookchin displays a peculiar
inclination to pick and choose the social features he likes and dislikes

without any awareness that societies cannot be constructed simply by
combining together all the things we happen to like and eliminating those
we dislike.

There is a deeper shortcoming in Bookchin's praise of the virtues of
small societies. They have traditionally been hostile to or indifferent
towards strangers. This is even true of the more individualistic Native
American cviltures. Bookchin acknowledges that they rarely made
provision for the needs of strangers, but never pauses to ask why this
"oversight" occurred. (42) When our relationships are intensely face-to-
face we tend to mistrust those about whom we know little. Bookchin never
analyzes how relationships depending upon personal knowledge of one
another can be duplicated for humanity as a whole, where our knowledge
of particulars must necessarily be small to nonexistent. All this has been
well put by F. A. Hayek, and it is a great pity that Bookchin appears
unaware of Hayek's work.

Face-to-face relationships, in contrast to impersonal market
processes, promote intense human interactions. When friendly or loving,
this is the greatest ofblessings. But intensity is not always enjoyable
because it is not always friendly. Wisdom and compassion, which would
make it more consistently so, are rare. Historically a world of small face-
to-face commumties or tribes has been a world ofcoimtless feuds and petty
wars.

Bookchin argues that we advance over the past "when we relate on
the basis of a simple affinity of tastes, cultural similarities, emotional
compatibilities, sexual preferences, and intellectual interests.(43) This
situation appears to be most often attained within a large impersonal city
where different groups can locate one another. It is extremely unlikely in
the face-to-face societies he advocates. Similarities of this degree within a
small group would require intolerable conformity.



Bookchin appears unable to perceive the existence ofany type of
relationship that falls between the extremes ofdeep intimacy and
impersonal hostility. Buyers and sellers in market orders are "polarized
against each other," whereas it is better for them "to care for each other's
well-being, for them to feel deeply responsible to each other, and for them to
be cemented by a deep sense of obligation for their mutual welfare . . . ."(44)
This goes well beyond compassion and love for others. It is also impossible
among people who do not know one another.

Further, the great gift liberal civilization gave to humanity, as Hayek
and Popper so clearly explain, is that by making cooperation possible along
purely abstract and procedural grounds, its scope was extraordinarily
broadened. People no longer needed to agree about many specifics in order
to benefit from peaceful cooperation (45) This extension ofcooperation's
scope came at the necessary cost of reducing the intensity of human
relations.

In any society needing to provide for more than the needs ofa relatively
small population, widespread impersonal coordination of goods and
services becomes necessary. Bookchin would presumably not want to do
without railroads to move food in times of localized crop failure or
antibiotics to cure bubonic plague. But to build a rail line or manufacture
vaccines requires a very widely integrated economic sphere. Such a sphere
cannot be based upon face-to-face relationships. It is simply too
complicated.

Here enters the calculation problem first raised by Mises, a problem
which has undermined every attempt to create a nonmarket economy above
the village level. Bookchin appears unaware that such a problem exists -
this time with less excuse not only because Mises first called attention to
this matter in the 1920s and the subsequent discussion has generated an
enormous literature, but because it has now become manifest in the fall of

communist societies. (46)

We can now examine his proposal for replacing the nation state with a
federation of small independent city republics. I agree with him, and
writers back to Aristotle, that the political community provides a
framework where the values ofcitizenship, that is, membership in a
community of political equals, can be expressed. In many respects small



commvinities can do this better than can big. By contrast, the market as
usually conceived provides a framework where narrower (but also

legitimate) private values can be more easily and appropriately
actualized.(47) On balance, market relations are biased in favor of

instrumental values whereas democratic political relations are biased more
in favor of noninstrumental values. (48)

That coercive means are available to democratic polities modifies but
does not negate this point. A deep tension exists between the democratic
political process and coercive state institutions. The hybrid liberal
democratic state distorts the democratic process by virtue of its extra-
contractual power of coercion. (49) But even so, liberal democracy is much
more of an self-organizing phenomenon than it is an instrumental

organization. (50)

In my view, the distorting impact of its coercive institutions prevents
liberal democracy from being the optimal institutional expression for public
values. Jane Jacobs argues convincingly that cities, not nations, are the
modern worlds fundamental political and economic unit. Larger units,
such as states and nations, have largely arbitrary political botmdaries. (51)

With this observation we return to Bookchin's advocacy of small cities
as the ideal political form, but from a different perspective. Bookchin's error
is not in his advocacy of municipal values, for here he may well be right
(even if they are not qmte the cure-all he seems to suggest.) Rather, his
error lies in failing to discuss how such communities could cooperate
together and in his apparant ignorance ofthe market's role in coordinating
intricate relationships among independent entities.

The political cooperative, wherein the community's inhabitants are
also its owners, may be superior to coercive democratic institutions for
encouraging democractic and public values. But this is due as much to its

being integrated into a catallaxy as to its municipal character. The
cooperative structure combined with its owners also being its chief
"consumers" prevents the one-sided bias towards maximizing
insturmental values so characteristic of economic organizations. For these
reasons, such cooperative relations will be fundamentally political, not
economic. In such a case one of the most serious problems facing



Bookchin s proposal for small democracies can only be solved by means of
the market he despises. (52)

These considerations raise the question whether, for all his talk of self-
organization, Bookchin really understands this term. For example, he
writes critically of Ilya Prigogine, but does not appear to imderstand him.
(53) He completely ignores the seminal work ofPolanyi and Hayek.(54) He
tells us that a "nonhierarchical society is no less random than an
ecosystem. (55) But this makes no sense. His nonhierarchical societies are

face-to-face affairs. People decide togetherwhat it is they will do. How can
people take conscious control over their lives in this way, as Bookchin
wishes, if the result is akin to an eco-system which, while not random, has
an order attained without conscious intent by its members? Bookchin
equates small group dynamics with how an eco-system works. He is simply
wrong.

Self-organization, at least as it has beenused by everyone I have
encountered except Bookchin, refers to complex orders whose particular
characteristics are not the intended outcome ofactions by those who
comprise that order. Such orders arise when participants follow,
consciously or unconsciously, rules capable of coordinating their
interactions in ways too complex for them to grasp. Ecosystems are an
excellent example, for the principles generating ecological order are
completely unknown to most of those following them, let alone the order
itself. So, in human society, is language where many do not consciously
know the rules of their grammar, let alone comprehand their language and
its growth in its entirity. Market prices, which are established largely
impersonally in the sense that no person or group controls them, are
another example. How a process like price formation, which in the long
run no one controls, can be insidiously manipulated" Bookchin never
bothers to explain.

Small, face-to-face groups can be termed "self-organizing" only at the
cost of obscuring a vital distinction. A perfectly good term for what Mr.
Bookchin means is "self-governing." It is old, clear, and simple. In the
absence of those mediating institutions of the extended order which he so



dislikes, people can see perfectly well what is happening. Their action,
when they choose to act, is akin to the actions performed by members ofan
instrumental orgamzation wherein all cooperate to achieve a common goal.
This is the opposite of self-organization, where order arises out ofbeings
pursuing self-chosen goals in ignorance ofwhat most others are doing.

Bookchin's failure to imderstand self-organization is linked to his
Promethean ideal of hiimankind's taking control of its own evolution and
his opposition to mediation of any sort between one person and another. The
problem with this position is that human relations are always mediated in
one way or another.

Hayek writes(56)

It is . . . misleading to represent the individual brain or mind as the
capping stone ofthe hierarchy ofcomplex structures produced by
evolution, which then designed what we call culture. The mind is
embedded in a traditional impersonal structure of leamt rules, and
its capacity to order experience is an acquired replica of cultural
patterns which everyindividual mind finds given. ... To put it
differently, mind can exist only as part ofanother independently
existing distinct structure or order, though that order persists and
can develop only because millions ofminds constantly absorb and
modify parts of it.

In an important essay the late W. W. Hartley noted that once made
public, knowledge takes ona life ofits own, existing independently ofeven
its creator. Abook, for instance can be potentially understood in some way
not yet imagined. Such a potential may never be discovered. Even so, it is
there. We know this because when a new implication is discovered, in
retrospect it is seen to have been there all along.(57) Knowledge in this
sense helps to constitute what we call the human mind, as Hayek argued.
Our minds exist solely by virtue ofour mediated" relations with our world,
and we can never control the implications ofour own thoughts, which
exist independently of our wills. Consequently, Bookchin's values of
autonomous unmediated relationships with other people are in principle
inipossible, short, perhaps, ofZen Enlightenment, ofwhich he is nardly a
proponent.



As we shall see below, Bookchin's concept ofideal relationships as
unmediated states ofaffairs between two objects is the opposite ofthe
ecological perspective be claims to champion. From ecological insights it
appears that everything is both related to everything else and mediated by
everything else!

Given the necessary ubiqmty ofmediation, it is hard to comprehend
Bookchin's antagonism to exchanging commodities. His hero, Hegel, had a
much soimder appreciation of such things, as argued Bartley: "For Hegel,
the act of turning something over to another, and thus 'alienating' it from
himself, may be simply giving it up . For Hegel, nothing essential is lost. . .
. (58) This is, I suspect, the common human experience of the
relationships Bookchin finds so troubling.

Lomnetition and the Markpt

When Bookchin writes about market relationships, he presents them
in starkly dualistic terms: the market is competitive rather than
cooperative. In this he is joined by many others who are equally confused,
whether they favor or oppose market orders.

Market orders are neither uniquely nor imusually competitive. This
claim is very misleading. Competition as rivalry is hardly unique to the
market. At the same time, cooperation is a very important, and perhaps
even dominant, feature of successful action within a market order.

Competition in a market order occurs at many different levels. First,
there is the general competition ofall goods vying for the buyer's dollar. In
this sense there is competition between cans of sardines, camp groimds,
parka coats, porno movies, books about philosophy and automobiles as well
as between different types of capital investment. Once we are past the point
of seeking physical survival, we have the opportunity to choose among
competing possibilities for our time and resources.

Second, we have competition between different goods which meet
roughly the same needs or wants, from the buyer's point ofview. For
example, faced with the need for transportation a buyer may consider the
relative merits ofdifferent model cars, new and used, bicycles, trains,
motorcycles, buses, taxis, airplanes, and different combinations of these.
How their merits are evaluated will vary from person to person.



Third, we have competition between producers of similar goods:
Plymouths, Fords, and Chevys.

Fourth, we have "Schumpeterian" competition, where an
entrepreneur develops an entirely new good which can render obsolete

whole classes of older products. Hardly anyone today buys slide rules now
that pocket calculators are so inexpensive.

Fifth, we find competition among businesses to attract and keep the
best employees, and among employees to get and keep the best jobs.

All these types of competition are important in market orders, but
those forms which are most unique to them (and other social self-
organizing systems) are largely impersonal and anonymous. By contrast,
the fifth form of competition, which is often the most irksome, is hardly
unique to market institutions. Political parties, bureaucracies, and

academic departments all have more than enough of it. It is not
competition which is unique to markets, it is a particular type of
competition which is unique: that depending upon free access to willing
buyers.

When competition and conflict of interest do exist, in the market or in
any other self-organizing system, it is precisely the role of impersonal
procedures and processes to ensure that it stay within bounds, tending to
benefit the system as a whole, in the sense of promoting the general well-
being ofmost ofits participants most ofthe time. When those threatened by
competition were able to personalize the principles and rules imder which
they operate, they usually do so in order to shield themselves from

unpleasant effects which benefit others. Tariffs and occupational licensing
requirements are examples of such actions. But in so promoting their
personal interest, these people undermine the system's long term
viability. (59) If animals could alter ecological rules in their individual
favor, this problem would be as pressing for an ecosystem as it is of social
self-organizing systems. If deer coiild vote, it is likely that all wolves,
cougars, and coyotes woiold be imprisoned. Some deer - those who

otherwise would have been eaten - would be better off as a result. In the

short run, perhaps all would be, since they now need not worry about being
eaten. But these benefits would be short-lived and at the ultimate expense of
the community as a whole, including future generations of deer. In the



absence ofpredators, overpopulation would - as it frequently has - devastate
the land's capacity to carry even the original population in good health. (60)
Bookchin s breezy dismissal of competition is necessary if his Utopia is to
sound plausible, but in fact it is bad ecology and bad social science.

t^ooneratinn and the Mfirkpt

Even most market advocates insufficiently acknowledge that high
levels of cooperation are also necessary in order to be able successfully to
compete in the first four ways I listed - forms ofcompetition largely imique
to the market order. This includes cooperation between suppliers ofraw
materials and those who produce goods from those materials, as well as
increasingly important issues of cooperative relations within a firm's
internal organization.

The reason for this oversight is, so far as I know, barely explored.
Perhaps part of the explanation rests with economic theory. Beginning
with a one-sided reading of Adam Smith, economic theorists have
generally argued that the market s virtues arise from people serving the
wider interest by pursuing their self-interest (61) Self-interest is generally
defined narrowly, the narrowest conception being that theoretical and
empirical monstrosity, "economic man."

Traditionally, economics has developed its analysis by teasing out the
logical implications inherent in the concept of economic man. Such a being
is defined as "self-interested." Only a few economists, such as Hayek and
Ludwig Lachmann have perceived that "economic man" is an unnecessary
element of economic theory. (62)

To be sure, if economic men existed, they would generate the same
sort ofprice system as exists in a market economy. But if we had a
similarily complex economy populated by altruists with equally limited
knowledge ofthe impact oftheir choices, equally impersonal market
processes would be generated. Altruists and egoists would choose different
mixes of consumer goods and would likely choose different means for
organizing enterprises, but the market process would be similar (although
it would probably operate more satisfactorally with the altruists).
Impersonality is generated by the system and cannot be directly traced to
the character of the human beings operating within it.



Economic man is in fact a sociopath, very unlike almost any living
human being. For such a person everything and everyone is a means to his
or her ends. Because a society consisting of such creatures could generate
a market, if they followed laws of contract, simple minded theorists
accepted this abomination as an adequate basis for "social" theory. They
assumed that because most of our actions have an instrumental aspect
they coiild without serious distortion be analyzed as if they were completely
instrumental (63)

In fact the empirical evidence strongly suggests otherwise.
Psychologist Kenneth Lux points to a large body ofresearch indicating that
purely instnimental motivation has a negative impact upon human
creativity. For example, he cites studies in which one group of college
students was told they would receive monetary awards for creating good
collages. A second group received no such promise. "When the artistic
performance ofthe two groups ofstudents wasjudged in blind ratings by
artists, the first group was consistently found to be less creative than the
second." (64)

The economic man construct has blinded most economists to many of
the cooperative possibilities within the market. The successes of worker-

owned firms in a variety ofbusinesses further indicates that internally
highly cooperative businesses relying on motivations more complex than
the merely instrumental can compete successfully with more traditionally
organized ones. Indeed, a major problem with many worker-owned
cooperatives has been that they were so successful within the marketplace
that their shares became too valuable for new workers to be able to afford.
Spanish cooperatives have apparently found a way around this stumbling
block; the worker-owned Mondragon cooperatives which began in 1956 with
twenty-four worker-owners now employ 20,000 and its bank, begun in 1959,
was thirty years later one ofthe two dozen largest banks in Spain, with
assets ofover $2 billion. Since its inception, over one hundred independent
worker-owned businesses have been started, only three of which have
failed. The equivalent failure rate for new businesses in the U.S. is 80
percent. (65)

Clearly there can be more cooperation in the market than
acknowledged by most economic theory, and the potential for even greater



cooperation has only begun to be investigated. In this respect, theorists
whose cramped and inhuman models prevented them from appreciating
the full possibilities ofthe market order they praised will in retrospect be
seen to have seriously impeded our understanding and appreciation of this
institution.

What is unique aboutmarket competition is that anyone is free to
enter into any market if he or she can obtain the funding to do so. Exclusion
is not legally enforced. It is hard for a few to exclude others from a market
except by keeping their prices low and/or their quality high. Large size is
no guarantee of freedom from unexpected competition, as GM and IBM
have foimd. Impersonal competition helps protect the many from the
monopolistic cooperation ofthe few. Cooperation and cooperation do not
exist along a continuum. They are not opposites. Their relationships are
much more complicated, and paradoxical.W/io competes, who cooperates
and how are the relevant questions when examining any social
institution, not whether or not "competition" or "cooperation" exist. Both do
and probably always will.

Bookchin and many other leftist critics cannot be seriously faulted for
failing to have a balanced view of market cooperation and competition
when even most economists fail to do so as well. But his failure in this
regard, however excused, is paralleled by a similar failure for which I can
find less excuse. While claiming to write from an ecological perspective, he
also misunderstands competition in nature. For example, he writes that
seen from an ecological standpoint, life-forms are related in an ecosystem

not by the 'rivalries' and 'competitive' attributes attributed to them by
Darwinian orthodoxy, but by the mutualistic attributes emphasized by a
growing number ofcontemporary ecologists - an image pioneered by Peter
Kropotkin"(66)

But he then quotes, in support ofthis assertion William Trager's
statement that (67)

The conflict in nature between different kinds oforganisms has been
popularly expressed in phrases like the "struggle for existence" and
the survival of the fittest." Yet few people realized that mutual
cooperation between organisms - symbiosis - is just as important, and
the fittest may be the one that helps another to suiwive.



Clearly, Trager does not intend to imply that cooperative natural relations
are the only kind.

Bookchin's confusions about the relationships between competition
and cooperation are important in understanding the inadequacies of his
social theory. His one-sided reading of the market as purely competitive
and of natural ecologies as overwhelmingly cooperative blind him to the
fascinating similarities between them. One of the most astute

environmental philosophers, Holmes Holston III, more clearly portrays
competition and cooperation in the natural world (68)

Like business, politics, and sports, ecosystems thrive on competition.
In a natural community the cougars are the critics (if we may put it
so) that catch the flawed deer, and therebybuildbetter ones, as well
as gain a meal. Alternatively, the fleet footed deer test out any
cougars slow enough to starve. ... In both [human and natural]
commumties, helping is subtly entwined with competition. There is a
biological, though not a cultural, sense in which deer and cougar
cooperate, and the integrity, beauty, and stabilityofeachis bound up
with their coactions.

These relationships are often extremely subtle. For example. Prof. Rolston
notes that: (69)

insects (even outbreaks ofthem) seemoftento provide benefits of
which we are yet little aware, as we once were imaware of the
benefits offire. Aphids secrete sugars that stimulate nitrogen-fixing
bacteria in the soil, and short lived insect grazers permit to long-lived
plants rapid nutrient recycling, something like that accomplished
more slowly by seasonal leaf-fall and decay. Some species ofgrasses
coevolved vidth grazing ungulates; neither can flourish (or even
survive) without the other. Selection pressures will routinely drive
adaptation and counteradaptation toward minimum disturbance,
that is, to check competition by forced cooperation.

The Hobbesian "state of nature" looks no more accurate as a
description of the natural world as of the social. What looks like a war
becomes akin to those marvelous Fast European and Balkan dances in



whichindividual dancers strive to outdo one another, but always within
the context of the dance as a whole.

Daiwin correctly perceived the strong similarities between the
natural world and the hiiman. Hayek has pointed out Darwin's debt to
Hume's theory of social evolution, which was most assuredly neither
egoistic nor one-sidedly competitive.(70) Unfortunately, Darwin also got
his initial inspiration for natural selection after reading Malthus, a far
more simple-minded writer. Thus, while far from denying the
importance of cooperation, the initial Darwinian theory ofevolution, and
social Darwinism as well, seriously overemphasized competitive
relations. Even so, like Hume and Adam Smith, Darwin held that
altruism was as fimdamental to human nature as egoism.(71)

The Procrustean bed ofBookchin's "Social Ecology" stretches the
processes of nature and mutilates those of the market in order to fit them
into the facile categories of dialectical naturalism." In attempting to
clarify and refine the overly competitive evolutionary conception developed
by Darwin and his mainstream successors, Bookchin has managed to lose
sight ofthe truths they found while hopelessly muddling his own
understanding ofsociety and ecology. Yet despite the advantage ofover a
hundred years Bookchin s treatment of society and nature is far worse, for
he loses sight of similarities between each which the earlier thinkers
grasped, however much they may have oversimplified them.

In comparing ecological and market processes we open up another
fascinating question: what kind of market? The dominant reductionist
approach to scientific ecology, termed "bioeconomics," is similar to the
neoclassical view of the economy as allocating a given set of resources so
that as many competing ends are served as possible, with the most
important being served first. Such an economy can be viewed as operating
efficiently or inefficiently, like the economy ofa household or a business.
Thus, ecosystems are analyzed in terms of their "net production," that is,
how many calories ofenergy are left over after the energy/matter
consumed in respiration isdeducted. Such a conception studies the
energy budgets of plants andanimals under various circmstances. Its



language is characterized by the theoretical importance of "productivity,"
"efficiency," "yield," and "crop." Natural ecosystems are analogized to
industrial concerns.

Prof. Hayek has distinguished between an economy in the sense of a
firm's budge and what he terms a "catallaxy." The difference is that while
an economy serves a single set of ends, a catallaxy "serves the multiplicity
of separate and incommensurable ends of all its separate members."(72)
This same distinction proves crucially important in determining how we
think about ecology.

Discussing the implications of bioeconomics, Donald Worster argues
that: ... it is not fanciful to attribute to the mechanistic, energy-based
bioeconomics ofthe New Ecology a built-in bias towards the management
ethos, and even toward a controlled environment serving the best interests
of man's economy." (73)

Just as the traditional model of an economy encouraged the delusion
that central economic planning was both possible and desirable, so the
bioeconomic model encourages, and for the same reasons, the belief that
central environmental management is desirable. In each case the system
is conceived as a production organization which should operate efficiently
in attaining some goal or set of goals. But howjustified is this view?

It is perhaps significant in this regard to observe that calorie
production need make no reference to living processes, this standard is so
reductionistic that it abstracts from life itself. Its inspiration was modern
thermod)mamic physics. Ironically, later developments in physics, even
within a Newtonian framework, have undercut this mechanistic and
reductionistic ideal. (74) Biological reductionism has been shown to face
serious theoretical barriers to the successfull completion of its program.
Instead, as physicist Paul Davies observes, "each new level in the
hierarchical organization of matter brings into existence new qualities
that are simply irrelevant at the atomistic level." (75) Equilibrium
theormodynamics is apparantly a deeply misleading framework for
comprehending living systems. (76) These discoveries and arguments at
the leading edge ofscience bring us back to insights developed by Michael
Polanyi, perhaps the first theorist ofsocial self-organizing institutions.
While society cannot be reduced to biological processes, both society and



ecology are examples of self-organizing systems, or spontaneous orders.
(77)

They also bring us back to earlier more holistic ways ofviewing
ecology, in which processes, not structure and function, merit the most
theoretical attention. (78) Most spectacularly, recent years have seen the
rise ofthe "Gaia Hypothesis," developed by James Lovelocka and Lynn
Margulis, which resurrects the holistic argument on a far vaster scale
than before, arguing that the earth itself is best conceived as a living
entity. (79)

The holistic or organismic views ofecology had not attempted to
reduce the natural world to any single set ofstandards. They were instead
focused upon the incredible intricacy ofenvironmental relationships and,
after Darwin, the extraordinary creativity ofevolutionary processes.
Indeed, when we take our eyes away from the lifeless abstraction ofcalorie
production, in order to encompass the multitude oflife forms around us,
we no longer know how to make such a system "efficient" because no
single goal or scale of goals exists.

In a discussion ofecological ethics, Rolston notes that: (80)
There is a kind of order that arises spontaneously and systematically
when many self-concerned units jostle and seek their own programs.
... In culture, the logic of language and the integrated efficiency of
the market are examples. ... In nature, our ecosystem
systematically generates a spontaneous order, an order that exceeds
in richness, beauty, integrity, and dynamic stability the order ofany
ofthe component parts, an order that feeds (and is fed by) the
richness, beauty, and integrity of these component parts. The
organismic kind ofcreativity (regenerating a species, pushing to
increase to a world-encompassing maximum) is used to produce,
and is checked by, another kind ofcreativity (speciating that produces
new kinds, interlocking kinds with adaptive fit plus individuality and
looseness).

The attentive reader cannot help but be impressed with the similarity
of Rolston's conception ofan ecology with Hayek and Polanyi's concept of
spontaneous order.



Hayek writes that "A policy making use of spontaneously ordering
forces . , . cannot aim at a known maximum of particular results, but
must aim at increasing, for any person picked out at random, the
prospects that the overall effect of all changes required by that order will
increase his chances of attaining his ends." He adds that "the goal of
such a policy must be to provide a multi-purpose instrument which at no
particular moment may be the one best adapted to the particular
circumstances, but which will be the best for the great variety of
circumstances likely to occur."(81) This is Rolstob's "integrated
efficiency." Interestingly, a variant ofHayek's standard for good public
policy provides a good test ofecological policy. How might the greatest
variety of organisms be most encouraged? Or, closer to his way of
phrasing it, how to encourage circumstances such that any particular
variety of organism, chosen at random, will be most likely to flourish? The
variety of organisms is analogous to the variety of miknown plans which
the market process can accommodate. A type of organism, as
distinguished from an individual, is, in a sense, a plan for living. Each
separate type offers a different approach to how life can be lived.

Such a standard, unlike efficiency, is also in harmony with long-
term evolutionary processes. Stephen Jay Gould has made some wise

observations about the role ofefficiency and creativity in evolution. He
argues that "the watchwords for creativity are sloppiness, poor fit, quirky
design, and above all else, redundancy." He continues that:(82)

bacteria are marvels of efficiency, simple cells of consummate
workmanship, with internal programs, purged of junk and slop,
containing single copies of essential genes. But bacteria have been

bacteria since life first left a fossil record 3.5billion years ago - and so
shall they probably be rmtil the sun explodes.

If evolution operated primarily on the basis of efficiency, "evolution would
generate no structural complexity, and bacteria would rule the world."(83)

Despite at least five widespread periods ofmass extermination, along
with our present quite differently caused one, life on earth has been most
spectacularly characterized by an ever increasing variety of species. As
Rolston puts it: (84)



Regularly in ecosystems . . . order may be a more comprehensive,
complex, fertile order just because it integrates (with some looseness)
the know-how ofmany diverse organisms and species; it is not an
order built on the achievements ofany one kind ofthing. A culture is
richer, more diverse, more beautiful because it is the product oftens
of thousands of minds . . . Analogously, ecosystems are in some
respects more to be admired than any of their component organisms,
because they have generated, continue to support, and integrate tens
of thousands of member organisms. The ecosystem is as wonderful as
anything it contains. Producing adaptive fits and eliminating misfits,
it is the satisfactory matrix, the projective source of all it contains. It
takes a great world to breed great lives, great minds.

PART II

A Deep Ecological Critique ofBookchin

At this point, many readers will conclude that we no longer need
concern ourselves with "Social Ecology." Ecological insights, they may
suspect, offer little new to social science. Traditional liberalism, they will
argue, easily demonstrates the fallacies underlying much of Bookchin's
social and political analysis. The environmental movement, to the degree
that it has legitimate complaints, canbe easily integrated into neoliberal
thought.

In my view this judgement is premature. In fact, Bookchin's "social
ecology" has also been strongly challenged among environmental thinkers
by those who been variously termed "deep," "holistic," or "transpersonal"
ecologists. The issues they raise are of interest to neoliberal social theory,
for they concern humankind's proper place in the world. Further, the
holistic critique supports one stream ofneoliberal thought even as it
undermines another.

Modern Western thought has been fairly consistently "Promethean"
in its orientation, seeking to exalt the human at the expense ofthe
nonhuman. Nineteenth-century socialist, anarchist, and liberal thought,
particularly in their most optimistic, individualistic, and technocratic
modes, are Promethean in this sense. One of the things which makes



Bookchin s work interesting is his attempt to incorporate ecological
reasoning into a Utopian, Promethean ethos. Deep ecologists, by contrast,
argue that ecological reasoning is a radical challenge to Western
Prometheamsm, for it promises to reintegrate humanity into the natural
world. In this sense deep ecology is biocentric rather than
anthropocentric.

Except for his attacks on deep ecology, a superficial reading of
Bookchin suggests that he is one himself. He consistently praises holistic
and orgamsmic reasoning. He argues for "a distinctive - albeit by no
means hierarchical - place for humanity and society in natural
evolution. (85) In his ideal world, hiimanity would "neither give nor take,
it would actually participate with nature in creating the new levels of
diversity and form that are part of a heightened sense of humanness and
naturalness."(86) All this soimds harmonious with deep ecology.

A closer reading shows that it is not. Bookchin's concept of
"participation" is rather one-sided. "Humanity's awareness of itself, its
ability to generalize this awareness to the level ofa highly systematic
imderstanding of its environment. . . and finally its capacity to alter itself
and its environment systematically by means of knowledge and
technology, places it beyond the realm of the subjectivity that exists in 'first
[prehuman] nature'." Thus "humanity has been constituted to intervene

actively, consciously, and purposively into 'first nature' with unparalleled
effectiveness and alter it on a planetary scale. . . . [Thus humanity] has
given rise to a 'second nature,' a cultural, social, and political nature that
has all but absorbed 'first nature' " (87) Through humanity, nature
"knows itself and can guide its own evolution." (88)

Interestingly, he also writes that (89)

I do not believe that humans, owing to a "commanding" place in a
supposed "hierarchy" of nature, can "exploit" nature. Words like
commanding, exploitation, and hierarchy , are actually social terms
that describe how people relate to each other. Insofar as people and
the means by which they ostensibly try to command, exploit, or
dominate nature are in fact natural phenomena themselves, one begs
questions whose answers are already implied in the query itself.



If I imderstand Bookchin correctly, according to him it is
conceptually impossible to command or exploit the natural world because
such actions cannot be done to nonhuman beings. He has defined the
problem awayby denying om* ability to think about it. In doing so, Mr.
Bookchin has relegated all nonbximan nature to simple means for human
ends. There is nothing new here. James Watt, Ronald Reagan's first
Secretary ofthe Interior, would have little with which to argue on this
point. (90)

But what ofthe merit ofBookchin's argument? Certainly as I
interpret him, he is in the mainstream of Western views on these matters.
To explore the shortcomings ofPromethean modernity I will begin with
two images. Evolution, from Bookchin's perspective, is a pyramid at
whose apex stands the hxunan race. From a deep ecological perspective we
are looking instead at a bush, with branches growing out in many
different directions. One of these branches is the line which has thus far
culminated in horno sapiens , Abush has no central trunk which is going
somewhere. Nature is creative in many directions at once , not simply in
bringing forth humanity. Second, each branch contributes to the overall
well-being of the bush itself. To be sure, some can be pruned, butprune too
much and the bush is weakened, or killed. In this sense there is a kind of
equality among the branches. Each contributes to the well-being of all.

tion anc tionshn

Central to deep ecology is a strong sense ofinterconnectedness.
Boundaries between entities are tentative, shifting, and always based upon
partial criteria. They are useful approximations for particular purposes,
but are not "out there" objectively in the world. In a radical sense, human
beings are not separate from other things, so any purely instrumental
attitude impoverishes and distorts perception and any destruction ofa
significant part ofan ecosystem carries Avith it the very real threat of
impoverishing all future generations. To some degree these words can
also be found in Bookchin, but they remain just words. They play no role in
his thought except to bash the bourgeoisie.

Interconnectedness is more than a nice metaphor. It is meant in a
strong sense to describe the character of our world. In this claim



ecological thought counts some impressive allies. For example, modem
physics support the primacy of relationships over objects. Physicist Henry
Stapp has written that a subatomic or quantiim particle is "in essence, a
set of relationships that reach out to other things." (91) Another physicist,
Fritjof Capra, explains that not only are these particles "interconnections
between things . . . these 'things' are interconnections between other

things, and so on."(92) Physicists agree that every material thing is
composed of quantum "particles" so if such "particles" do not exist except
as sets of relationships, then fundamentally any thing is constituted out of
the relationships it has with other things.

Interconnections between "things" is apparently also unaffected by
space. In 1964 physicist John Stewart Bell proved a theorem which
rejected all models of reality which possess "locality." Locality is the
comforting thought that inorder to affect something there must be either
direct contact, like hitting a ball, or a chain of connections most

amusingly illustrated by Rube Goldberg "inventions." Nonlocality is
unmediated action at distance. Of course, a skeptic can argue that a
formal proofis one thing, actual experience is another. To the skeptic's
dismay. Bell's theorem has been sustained experimentally since 1982.
Physicist Nick Herbert observes that these successes demonstrate that the

world we perceive "is in actuality supported by an invisible reality which is
unmediated, unmitigated, and faster than light."(93)

But what relevance does the quantum world have for the perceptual
world within which we live? I think quite a lot. Herbert, notes that "Since
there is nothing that is not ultimately a quantum system, if the quantum
phase connection is 'real,' then it links all the systems that have once

interacted at some time in the past . . . into a single waveform whose
remotest parts are joined in a manner unmediated, unmitigated, and
immediate."(94) Further, biological and even perceptual processes appear
to depend directly upon quantum level phenomena. (95) None of these

considerations reduce the macroworld to the subatomic, but they
emphasize its dependence upon it. To hold that the macro world cannot be

reduced to the quantum is not to say that it contradicts it.

If objects are constituted out of their relationships then individuals,
as objects, are also so constituted. But this means that neat boimdaries



between subjects and objects and between objects and objects have been

dissolved. They are revealed as theoretical constructs rather than

ftindamental attributes of reality (like Martian "canals" which were

observed for centuries, only to disappear upon closer examination).

Ecological science has developed a similar perspective. Biophysicist
Harold Morowitz has written that(96)

each living thing . . . does not endure in and of itself but only as a
result of the continual flow of energy in the system. . . . From this

point of view, the reality of individuals is problematic because they do
not exist per se but only as local perturbations in this universal

energy flow. . . . An example might be instructive. Consider a vortex

in a stream of flowing water. This vortex is a structure made of an

ever changing group of water molecules. It does not exist as an entity
in the classical Western sense; it exists only because of the flow of
water through the stream. If the flow ceases, the vortex disappears.
In the same sense the structures out of which the biological entities
are made are transient, imstable entities with constantly changing
molecules dependent on a constant flow of energy to maintain form
and structure.

The similarity between quantum mechanical and such ecological
perspectives on the world has not been lost on either physicists or
ecophilosophers. (97) In both we see that the concept ofindividual objects,
so central to the Western Promethean ethos, has been relegated to
secondary status. Boundaries are permeable. Individuality is real (as is
the vortex) but partial. Individuality arises only out of relationship.
Connectedness and relationship are primary.(98) These perspectives are
very much in the spirit ofHayek's discussion ofmind, only they carry his
insight even more deeply. (And of course render Bookchin's ideal of

unmediated relationships even more hopeless.)
But how are we to make practical use of these insights? How do they

matter in terms of our daily lives? If we cannot help being interrelated,
why be concerned? It turns out that they may matter quite a lot.



Norwegian philosopher Arne Naess, the founder of "deep ecology" as
a self-conscious philosophical perspective, has proposed one of the clearest
ways of conceiving human experience in such a relational reality. He
suggests that instead of thinking of the world as made up of matter we
think ofit as a "relational field." In such a world "there are no completely
seperable objects, therefore no seperable ego or medium or organism. . . .
Within such a field, any concrete content can only be related one-to-one to
an indivisible structure, a constellation of factors." (99)

When we experience reality spontaneously we experience countless
relationships making up innumerable gestalts. Some gestalts are
experienced as subordinate wholes, but are in fact subordinate gestalts.
Spontaneous experience is of a "vast hierarchy" of "lower and higher-
order gestalts." Thus, for Naess, the "gestalt of a complex piece of music is
subordinate to the experience of that piece in a particular situation. . . . No
part of the experience stands entirely alone."(100)

When two gestalts are synthesized "into a higher (more
comprehensive) umt, and at least one such unit is from a sensory area
and at least one from a normative and/or sensitive area" Naess calls it an

"apperceptive gestalt." He notes (101)

When one's attention is not deliberately focused upon perceptual
gestalts, all experience is apperceptive. Its units are apperceptive
gestalts, not sensory elements, not intellectual elements. The

distinction between 'facts' and 'values' only emerges from gestalts
through the activity of abstract thinking. The distinction is usefvd,
but not when the intention is to describe the immediate world in

which we live, the world ofgestalts, the living reality, the only reality
known to us.

With the breakdown of sharp distinctions between subjects and
objects, the distinction between fact and value also breaks down, for value
is supposedly subjective" and prely intemat to the perceiver who exists as
an object situated among other objects, each fundamentally separate from
the other. (102) Values are not subjective, isolated within the heads of their

perceivers. Rather, they are an intrinsic aspect of the relationships which
constitute who we are. Values arise out of the quality of relationships



which exist in a person's apperceptive gestalt. Of course, a relationship's
quahty is itself the resvdt of the gestalts within which it participates.
Value is in the world in the deepest sense. Such a world is far less certain,
tidy, and manipulable than the objectivist ideal, but it conforms to our
experience.

Analytic thought breaks down gestalts, particularly complex ones. In
the process it severs us from reality as spontaneously experienced. Thus,
perceiving the world "objectively" is to perceive it in isolation from some of
the relationships which serve to make it what it really is. If scientific
analysis provides access to one kind ofknowledge, it also forecloses
another. Irt increases our instnunental power but at the same time hides
from us that power's fiill significance.(103)

Naess's analysis carries interesting implications for our relationship
with nature. When describing a " . high, dark, sombre tree.'" he
writes, "Little is gained by placing the darkness or sombreness in the
person's consciousness or brain, while the height is allowed to be the
tree's own. The tertiary qualities of things have an ontological status
which is best expressed by complex relations."(104) If value exists in the
experience of relationship, and not simply within our minds, then an
attempt to discover "value free" knowledge can never give us a full
understanding of the world. Naess and other deep ecologists have
developed profound arguments to the effect that purely technical ways of
relating with the natural world not only do extraordinary damage to it,
such damage is also done to ourselves for we, like everything else, are
constituted out ofsuch gestalts. Nature has intrinsic value and it is deeply
mistaken to ignore it.(105)

This argument suggests that attempts to objectify our knowledge
invariably distort it. Sometimes this is a price worth paying, but the
criteria which make something "objective" also narrow the context within
which it is experienced. It participates in fewer gestalts, as it were, and so
cannot help but provide a impoverished and fragmentary perspective on
its subject.

Poets, painters, and other artists have often claimed to be able to

illuminate aspects ofreality left untouched by attempts to understand it
"objectively." One implication flowing from Mr. Naess' argument is that



at least sometimes thay are correct, for art can reach out to us in many
ways whereas the objective ideal strictly delimits its means for influencing
others. Consider a scientific description of a rainbow compared with a
painting of one. Once the subject/object dichotomy dissolves, the realm of
the real widens immensely for the mind is no longer separate from the
world within which it finds itself. Again, this point appears to me to be an
extension of Hayek's earlier insight on the nature of mind.

Deep ecologists have continually bumped up against the problem of
describing such a perspective with philosophy's traditional analytic tools
when trying to write traditional philosophical defenses of their views. Bill
Devall notes that (106)

Poetic language resonates, evokes, expresses. And I think deep
ecology is best expressed, not explained. Poetic words come alive with

imagery and metaphor. Metaphors, especially, allow the listener to

make connections which may be difficult to express in precise,
analytical words.

Read superficially, Devall's argument can seem irrationalist. It is

not. His point is that when addressing who we are and what it is to live

within the world, any mode of discourse which closes itself off to these

other types of experience will necessarily be inadequate to its task. It is
also the case that closing oneself off to scientific knowledge will also be

inadequate.

If these arguments are soimd, and I believe they basically are, the
Promethean ideal is based upon a perceptual confusion. In some respects
it has led to great goods, such as modem science. But attempts to
universalize its assumptions have carried increasingly high costs as our
power to act has grown. We live in a world where we are inextricably
related to everything else, and where scientific knowledge, in the very act
of expanding our understanding of reality in one respect, automatically
carries us away from reality in another sense. Unfortunately, the farther
down the Promethean road we travel, the more estranged we become from
the world which makes any path, including the Promethean, possible.



Particularly, as our power to affect the world expands, our capacity to
comprehend it is distorted. The reason is that techniques of power
instnimentalize our relationships into pure resources, that is, into things
separate from us. In such a world we can never have the wisdom to try
and take, in Bookchin's terms, "conscious control" over our material

existence. We cannot avoid error, and as our power grows the seriousness
of potential errors grows with it. (107)

We now have a different but complementary reason to the one given
by Hartley for abandoning the Promethean ideal. Not onlyin a strict sense
do we never know what we are talking about or what we are doing, in
addition, any effort to expand our power to do something purely
instrumentaly within the world also guarantees that we will begin losing
touch with the world itself. In a subtle irony, the greater our powers, the
poorer our vision in using it.

Deep ecology points towards a reenchantment ofdaily life, not in
abstract theory, as Bookchin attempts, but in experience available to us aU.
It points towards a proper way ofrelating to other things, which is to say
with respect . Nothing is purely an object. It further suggests not so much
caution as humility when relating with the rest ofthe world. Caution says
that there is either great danger or great fragility. It appeals to fear. There
may be danger and there may be fragility, but even in the absence of either
(and the environment is not as delicate as some of the more hysterical
alarmists would have us believe) respect is in order. The more irrevocable
an action in its consequences, the greater the likelihood we are acting
blindly, the more care is necessary when deciding to under take it, and
the more respect we need show "all our relations."

The ethic associated with deep ecology is often called "biocentric" or
"ecocentric" in contrast to our usual "anthropocentric" view of ethics. A
common criticism of such an ethic is that since human beings advocate
ecocentric ethics, and no one else advocates ethics at all, such ethics are in
fact anthropocentric. This is like saying that since white males developed
quantum mechanics, quantum mechanics is white male physics. Fox
points out that the criticism fails to "distinguish between the weak, trivial,
tautological sense of anthropocentrism and the strong, informative,
substantive sense of the term. Such a criticism is weak in that it does not



allow us to make any distinctions between statements . . . trivial in that it

simply states the obvious; and tautological in that it is true by
definition."(108)

Another criticism of biocentrism is that a nonanthropocentric ethics
undermines our ethical relationships with other human beings. In fact,
insofar as our dealings with one another are concerned, it leaves them

largely imtouched. The change comes from interhuman ethics being
situated within a larger context. Nonanthropocentric ethics are

community-specific. The types of relationships we have within

communities determines the ethical obligations we have within them. (109)
Callicott notes that "as a general rule, the duties correlative to the inner
social circles to which we belong eclipse those correlative to the rings
farther from the heartland when conflicts arise." However, obligations to
the outer circles, as he puts it, can "demand choices which affect, in turn,
the demands of the more interior social-ethical circles."(110) For example,
I have an obligation to feed my children, but in all or virtually all cases
this does not override my obligation not to steal from strangers. A similar
situation exists with our relations to the nonhuman environment. My
need to feed my children does not override my obligation not to cause the
extinction of forms of life harmed by my occupation. In such a case I am

obligated to change careers, no matter how personally inconvenient this
may be. At this paper's end I shall develop these implications in more
detail.

Deep ecological thinkers, then, argue that Bookchin's enterprise is
flawed from the start. It is not viable. To employ a classic leftism,
ecologically speaking, Bookchin is not part of the solution, he is part of the
problem.

How does this deep ecological perspective relate to my earlier
neoliberal critique of social ecology? Complexly. The implications of the
deep ecology critique with regard to liberal institutions, are not so critical
as some of its advocates might think. In terms of the liberal

understanding ofliberal institutions, however, the implications are very
critical indeed. For example, the one-sided attention paid to competition by
most economists and their detractors alike has had an unknown but, I
suspect, very detrimental impact upon liberal society. Creators of new



organizational forms making use of the opportunities available in such
societies are entrepreneurs as much as are creators of new products. They
make do with the intellectual tools they have grasped plus their own
creativity. With inappropriate intellectual understanding, the possibilities
for discovering creative possibilities are imdermined. I am struck that the
creator of the Mondragon cooperatives in Spain was a parish priest, not an
economist.

Self-orgamzing social systems are as effective as they are because
they make it easier for people to cooperate. They simplify social relations.
This simplification comes about through the standardization and
homogenization of human relationships. Not in all areas of life, as
Bookchin claims with his usual exaggeration, but in many. There are
three self-organizing social processes particularly germane to developing
my point here: science, the market, and liberal democracy.(lll)

Scientific research has prospered in part because it seeks the
simplest criteria to win agreement among others as to the success or
failure ofan explanation. Measurement and prediction are perhaps the
least demanding standards for winning agreement. This is why they are
so powerful. That which is not amenable to such standards is excluded.
Up to a point this is a useful ploy. But to say that what is excluded because
we cannot easily agree about its specifics also does not exist is analogous
to arguing that any work not able to be done by a hammer cannot in fact be
done.

A similar simplification occurs in democracy. Voting ignores
differences in the qualities of voters' judgements. The fool's vote counts as
much as that of the sage. (If only we could gain agreement as to which is
which!) Democratic procedures are not concerned with the merit of any
particular proposal. They simply provide a framework wherein citizens
can advocate any measures they wish, be they wise or foolish. As with
science, issues are decided as the outcome of a process over which no one
exercises any control or, in the strict sense, responsibility.

In the market, the "cash nexus" and rules of contract reduce the

need for agreement to an absolute minimum. All any person need be



concerned with is whether or not s/he expects to be better off after an
exchange than if it did not take place. No concern or sympathy with the
other party is necessary. While the market's self-organizing process is
based upon agreement, the minimal agreement necessary is purely
procedural and instrumental.

Each of these systems lead to enormous social gains. But there are
costs as well. The frequent denial of such costs by advocates of these
systems makes any effective accoimting of them frustrating. I have
already discussed the costs associated with a purely scientific view of
reality. Let me deal now with the costs of the market. The market is
generally treated by its advocates as a basically neutral means for
facilitating voluntary exchanges. For example, James Buchanan and
Viktor Vanberg write that(112)

The market economy, as an aggregation, neither maximizes nor
minimizes anything. It simply allows each participant to maximize
that which he or she values, subject to the preferences and
endowments of others. The results of market processes cannot be
evaluated against some independently-defined scalar.

Their claim is mistaken. I have italicized the errors I will examine.
Hayek, Mises, and others have long argued that it is the market's

very impersonality which makes it possible for people who differ in many
respects to cooperate nevertheless. Market ethics are procedural and are
not concerned with the outcomes which result so long as all parties have
acted within the rules of contract. However, no one can be aware of the
overall impact of his or her actions in a market. If we did know the
ultimate outcome ofour actions, cooperation would be more difficult,
because we would have to agree not only on procedures but on their
outcomes.

Another aspect of the market's impersonality is that remarkably little
bargaining takes place, at least for goods ofmass production and
consumption. Prices are regarded either as acceptable or too high, in
which case the commodity or service finds no buyer. Economic production
is largely for those we do not know. In most cases we work for companies
whose owners are strangers to us, and who often as not are themselves
shareholders who have never seen the physical plant they own.



Impersonal movements of prices for stocks, labor, raw materials, and the
like govern an enormous percentage ofmarket transactions. Successful
entrepreneurship, be it Austrian or Schumpeterian" need require little
personal knowledge of consumers or producers. (113)

Even more as consumers than as workers, such an impersonal
environment affords us little knowledge ofthose who will ultimately be
affected by our decisions. Other than the friends and family for whom we
may buygoods and services, the well-being offew people are much affected
by any one of our decisions. (Hiring and firing decisions are different, but
are not uniquely market phenomena.) We have little to go on in such an
environment other than our private needs, desires and wishes.

For instance, we know little ofwhat was involved in getting a
particular product to market when we consider whether or not to
purchase it. It is one thing for me to buy from you and not care what you
do with the money I pay you. This is how the market simplifies
cooperation. But I also may be unaware that you did things in order to get
the product to market which I find deeply repugnant. Until recently tima
fishing for the American market entailed mass killing of dolphins. Were
it not for the efforts of environmental activists who publicized the killing,
many consumers would not have known such horrendous methods were

used. They would have bought their tuna blissfully unaware of the full cost
of production. Many likely never did know who would have cared had they
known. Non-dolphin-killed tuna is ever so slightly more expensive. If
given a clear choice many Americans proved willing to pay a few cents
more for the latter. But such choices are very rarely clear. The very
complexity of the division of labor makes such knowledge hard to discover
and hard to disseminate.

It is significant that only with the rise ofcomputerized mailing lists
and the like has it become relatively easy for people seeking to pursue
nonfinancial values to organize together if they were not already close
geographically. The fact that "public interest" organizations have grown
so fast once organizing costs became manageable suggests a deep latent
need for promoting noninstrumental values that was being frustrated
until relatively recently.



The market's impersonal character is what has allowed economics,
more than any other social science, to claim to have discovered laws with
predictive power. Human beings themselves are not particularly
predictable, and the less we know about an individual, the less predictable
s/he becomes. But the market process abstracts away their humanness. It
requires us to know nothing specific about individuals. (This is why
economic man has seemed such a fruitful simplification.) And imlike
science and democracy, it operates largely through quantified
relationships, making prediction even easier. But while independent of
human character, market processes are not neutral in their impact upon
that character. Hayek has termed the market a school for rationality. (114)
If by rationality we mean instrumental rationality I believe his point is
profoundly correct. Because most of our actions have an instrumental
component, the market has greatly expanded our capacity to find and
develop resources to satisfy our needs, wishes, and desires.

But the analytical type ofreasoning thereby encouraged has the same
impact upon our perceptions ofthe world as does scientific analysis. As
Naess points out, it tends to narrow our awareness to purely instrumental
relationships. Everything becomes an object, a means to an end which is
separate from it. Something is a resource, generally, only when its utility
depends upon its being changed . This is so partiallybecause we know
little about most ofthose influenced by our actions, and so cannot take a
deeper view. In addition, however, the market process itself generously
rewards those most able to think in purely instrumental terms.

For example, the corporation, the market's most characteristic
business organization, is far from neutral with regard to values. To the
extent that the impersonality ofthe market process forces managers to be
responsive to shareholders' interests, they also force those managers to
act solely to maximize money profit. Yet, keeping within economic
terminology, money profit is only a component ofthe total "psychic profit"
^^I^sd by most people. As a shareholder I want to provide for my material
needs, but it is unlikely that I am only concerned with such needs.
Nevertheless, by purchasing stock I strengthen processes which may well
sacrifice other values I hold dear inorder to maximize profit. To be sure,
as a private person I can participate in "green" investment funds, but



institutional investors such as pension funds cannot. Their managers
would be justly accused ofacting inconsistently with their fiduciary
responsibilities.

The market as it has developed does not make noninstrumental
action impossible. The Nature Conservancy is an outstanding example to
the contrary. But it does "load the dice" in favor ofmaximizing purely
instrumental values. To put the point differently, I can choose to pursue
values other than money profit maximization by participating in the
market, but by doing so I will probably gain access to fewer resources than
someone who pursues profits alone. He or she will take advantage of some
financial opportimities which I willingly forgo - just like a bank robber
will take advantages ofopportunities we would both reject.

In terms solely of efficient market production this is as it should be. If
the market were truly a neutral means for realizing hmnan goods, this
would be a complete gain. But as it is not, there is also a loss. And this loss
is directly connected with imdervaluing the noninstrumental values of
things which can also be valued purely instrumentally. The failure to
appreciate this is the fundamental weakness in arguments such as Fred
Lee Smith, Jr.'s suggestion that simple privatization would not weaken
environmental values (115) Reliance upon private market processes alone
can never provide an adequate fovmdation for the good society.

But we have also seen that a viable market order is fundamental to
any society capable ofproviding material prosperity for very many people.
Any social theory which does not allow for a viable market order is
intrinsically incapable of addressing most people's needs. Insightful as
Bookchin occasionaly is, his failure to grasp this point renders his positive
proposals largely null and void.

Neoliberal social theory appears to offer a more promising fotmdation
than social ecology and other forms of left-environmentalism for

integrating humankind with its environment, in part because it does
support the basic self-organizing principles underlying both ecologies and
market systems. But is liberalism at heart anti-environmental because the
market mentality is unable to grasp intrinsic values that are divorced
from usefulness for hiiman purposes? It is to this question that we now
turn.



At the risk of oversimplifying, liberal social theorists tend to fall into
one of two disproportionately influential schools: those conceiving the
individual as in some sense the irreducible social imit, and those
conceiving individuals as social products even as society itself is the result
of individual volition and creativity. The first variant of liberalism has
been intellectually and politically dominant. Its precursors include
thinkers as diverse as Descartes, Hobbes, Locke, Destutt Tracy, Bentham
and the Mills. All modes of liberal thought which utilize rational self-
interest, natural rights, or utilitarianism as foimdations for their social
theory tend to fall within this tradition. (116)

Today it includes men as diverse as Robert Dahl, John Rawls,
Murray Rothbard and the Robert Nozick oiAnarchy, State and Utopia but
not of The Examined Life . This tradition includes constructivist

liberalism. It also includes what might be termed legalistic,
individualistic, or egoistic criticisms ofconstructivism. All are essentially
Promethean.

Liberalism's second tradition is quite different. Its perspective is an
evolutionary one, conceiving society and social institutions as the largely
unintended outcomes ofpractices which are rarely consciously chosen by
the people employing them. Among its early exponents were the Scottish
philosophers David Hiime, Adam Smith, and Adam Ferguson. Its chief
contemporary proponent has been F. A. Hayek. Other contemporary
scholars associated with this perspective include Peter Berger, and
Thomas Luckmann.(117)

While both kinds ofliberal value (with varying degrees ofconsistency)
societies ordered by procedural rather than end-specific rules, some
considerable degree ofa market economy, and equalitarian legal
standards, their differences are as important as their similarities. The
first school I term "individualist" not because all its advocates are political
individualists, but because their fundamental unit ofanalysis is the
individual. In this sense, even Robert Dahl's egalitarian utilitarianism is
individualistic. Individualist liberal thought has often (although not
always) consciously molded itself upon Newtonian physics and has been



one-sidedly influenced by the ideal of the exact sciences and mathematics.
My discussion ofecology and the market explored some of the problems
with this strategy as applied to comprehending either societies or
ecologies.

I term the second tradition "evolutionary" because of its focus on self-
orgamzing processes as the most basic analytical relationship. In a sense,
relationships are more fundamental to this school than are the objects
which relate. Evolutionary liberalism has had a long and reciprocal
relationship with the precursors ofecological science, particularly
evolutionary theory. The common intellectual insight which unites
evolutionary liberalism with evolutionary theory is how ordered relations
can arise without anyone deliberately devising that order - the process of
self-organization. These insights have yet to be digested by our society,
intellectually or operationally.

Evolutionary liberal models ofsocial life have generally taken a back
seat to the more individualistic liberal traditions. I believe this is because
the evolutionary approach did not promise the precision of measurement
and hope for control and certainty that has for so long captivated many
social scientists, especially those fantasizing their future as "social
engineers." Even individualist approaches which were anti-constructivist
promised clear, exact, and neatly deductive approaches which left little
room for the unknown or imcertain. Locke's Social Contract is the most
famous early example, as Hume's critique ofit is one ofthe clearest early
examples of the evolutionary perspective. Among contemporary
anticonstructivists, Mises' and Rothbard's praxeological approach shares
this ideal with the sophistries of contemporary market defenses based on
economic man. This ultimately spurious hope for precision may explain

why both the constructivist and anti-constructivist wings of individualist
liberalism have appealed to ideologues. Evolutionary liberalism is, by
comparison, much less appealing to those craving certainty, for it offers
little.

The reason is important. Evolutionary liberalism makes no claim to
predict particular future events. At best it can make what Hayek calls
abstract "pattern predictions" ofthe general characteristics ofprobable
changes. (118) Neither does it offer a rigorous intellectual system by which



every issue can be settled. At best, it offers what we might term strong

rules of thumb. But that is all. Unlike individualist liberalism,

evolutionary liberalism necessarily inculcates a degree of humility and

respect when confronting social institutions. It seeks to cultivate the

conditions for desirable change rather than plan, manage, direct, or

control such change - either by engineering it or by subjecting action to
absolute standards of individual justice. It is not by chance that "cultivate"
is an agriccJtural concept whereas the other terms are technological. This
shift of metaphor points to the f;indamental gulf separating the two types
of liberalism.

Environmental insights are fundamentally antithetical to
individualist liberalism. At its best, individualist liberalism can offer

good market-based means for cleaning up pollution, and I do not mean to
disparage such work. It is badly needed. But it cannot incorporate an
appreciation for aspects of nature which have no instrumental value for,
and cannot be morally equated with, human beings, such as furbish
louseworts, spotted owls, and snail darters. There is no common groimd
between these positions.

Evolutionary hberalism has never, to my knowledge, attempted to
integrate its insights with those of ecology. While it has generaly adopted a
more modest assessment of individual capacities than either individualist
liberalism or leftist Utopian thinkers, it has nevertheless tended to treat

human beings in isolation from their natural environment, although not
their social one. However, because the fundamental insights of
evolutionary liberalism and ecology are based on self-organizing
processes, they at least dwell within a similar conceptual universe. Their
root concepts are the same, they share a common language.

At bottom, deep ecology challenges only evolutionary liberalism's
anthropocentrism, but the ultimate result, I believe, is enrichment not
negation. Deep ecology provides a broader (and deeper) context within
which to locate the insights of evolutionary liberalism. I want now to
briefly look at some of the alterations the deep ecological perspective I
described above suggests for neoliberal social theory and practice.

The market, by itself, cannot provide the good society for the same
reason that science cannot by itself give us an adequate grasp of the world



in which we live. Both the market and science are essential, but because
their strengths are so intimately connected to their weaknesses, even both
together cannot manage to sustain a good life for most people. And those
who do live a good life will tend to be at somewhat of a disadvantage in
purely market oriented transactions.

The market process, like the ecological, is a self-organizing one,
mixing competitive and cooperative actions. In both cases, order arises out
of the structure of rules which channel the actions of their members. The
unifying principles imderlying liberal self-organizing institutions are
procedural equality among human beings and formal consent. In market
orders these principles are manifested through the rules of contract and
exchange. Property rights are what is contracted and exchanged in
economic transactions. It is to the concept ofproperty rights that we must
turn, if the market orders is to be harmonized with the ecology which
sustains it.

Let us begin with land. Nowhere does any liberal justification for
property rights appear more arbitrary than with land. Nor are the historic
origins ofexisting patterns ofownership any more morally compelling.
Virtually all land has beenviolently siezed within the past few hundred
years, and usually many times before. Even in market terms, the value of
land increasingly has little to do with the additions of its "owner" but
rather reflects patterns ofdemand largely uninfluenced by whomever
happens to be the landowner.

None of this argument remotely implies a justification for state
ownership, which is often even more harmful and arbitrary, as the

socialist world demonstrates. It suggests instead that something is wrong
with the entire concept of ownership. An example may help explain why.

The Elkins Prairie was an 80-acre parcel ofvirgin prairie near
Lawrence in northeast Kansas. It was the largest tall grass virgin prairie
in the area. In the United States, tall grass virgin prairie is one of the
rarest ecosystems, for nearly all of it has been turned into farm land. It
was home to two federally protected species: Mead's milkweed and the
western prarie fringed orchid. It was also the center ofcontroversy, for
while some were working to buy the land and have it preserved as an



example of how the area looked before European settlement, others had
different plans.

One Satxirday night in late November, 1990, the owners ploughed 30

acres, gave the co\mty one day to buy the land, and threatened to plough

the rest if they did not. The county met in emergency session and agreed to
buy, only to have new terms imposed by the owners. When the county
balked at the escalating terms they ploughed the rest, destroying it. They
thereby eliminated any environmental obstacles for more, in their terms,
"productive" use of the land. (119)

Deliberate destruction of a rare community was done solely to
improve the owners' financial bargaining position. The owners showed no
sense of responsibility to anything but their pocketbooks. While not all land
owners act in this fashion, those who act more responsibly do so for moral
reasons not implied within the concept of ownership. Intrinsic values in
Naess' sense were destroyed solely to serve purely instrumental ones.
Neither farming nor any other specific project was planned. They merely
exercised their "property rights" but this exercise illustrates the

conception's inadequacy. Such actions, however legal, strike me as
profoundly immoral.

The liberal principle of property ownership is that of despotism. All
power and freedom without obligation rests with the right's owner. The
object over which the right is exercised may be used at its owner's whim.
Insofar as we are dealing with artifacts of human contrivance, in most
instances this is a reasonable perspective. But not everything which can be
owned is purely, or even mostly, a human artifact. Animals, for example,
are not simply objects, and the owner's absolute despotic power has been
limited in civilized countries to ban the worst forms of mistreatment of

pets. Unfortunately, the status of farm animals is not so protected.
But animals are not the only owned entities which are not primarily

human artifacts. The land, air, and water are also not human creations.
Human science cannot produce even a spoonfull of topsoil from its
elemental components. Other beings, the land, soil, water, and air are
essential constituents of our environment, and here the model of despot
must be replaced with that of at least a respectful steward. Because it is a
moral relationship situated within a network of relations possessing



intrinsic value, stewardship" is a better therm than ownership for use of
these things. However, some deep ecological thinkers distrust the
stewardship model because, as Devall and Sessions argue, "it still
incorporates the premise ofinstnunental rationality ... ofnatiiral
resources primarily for human use, and fails to distinguish vital human
needs from mere desires . . ."(120) But this, at least, goes too far. All
embodied beings have needs, and to that degree act insti*umentally. But
there is a vast gulfbetween purely instnunental action, and that which is
not purely so. It is the difference between the sociopath and the normal
decent person. Devall and Sessions buy into economic man as an adequate
theoretical model for modem life, but oppose to him an option perhaps
even more divorced from life.

Stewardship indicates that responsibility and obligation accompany
power. The natural world unavoidably serves human needs and desires,
but in addition human beings owe consideration to it as well. Stewardship
means, at a minimmn, that the thing over which it is exercised should not
be worse offas a result ofthat relationship. But worse offin what sense?
Again, in the sense that its basic role within the environment will not
have been seriously compromised.

Market oriented approaches to solving environmental problems have
focused on expanding the role ofproperty rights, as in the various
proposals for the private ownership ofthe air, underground water, rivers,
the sea, and so forth. By facilitating instrumental market exchanges,
their proponents expect more efficient use to be made of these "resources."
But they do not question the basic assumption that ownership should be
despotic. Consequently, their proposals cannot adequately protect
relationships which are not purely instmmental.

Property rights have always been subordinate to broader ethical rules
concerned with whether, and to what extent, we can exercise despotic
control over something. Efficiency criteria have never been the sole basis
for determining property rights' nature and extent. The prohibition of
slavery is an example. So also are limitations on how we can treat pets.

Even within the market order as it presently exists, restrictive
covenants and land trusts have been used to restrict the capacity ofowners
to exercise despotic control. These measures have been developed in large



degree to protect noninstrumental values which traditional property
rights could not safeguard.(121) While limiting the power of owners, they
no more result in the collapse of the market order than did abolishing
slavery or legislation protecting some animals. But because the market as
it exists is not a neutral ground for exchange, reliance upon such
mechanisms alone will likely not harmonize liberal society with deep
ecological insights.

It seems to me that the solution to our problem can be drawn from the
work ofHayek, albeit I will use it in a way he never imagined. Hayek
points out that preserving a self-organizing market requires us to act in
ways which often go directly against short run expediency. Often it seems
as if a short term economic problem can be solved simply by setting aside
the rules generating the market order. For example, the Rural
Electrification Administration subsidized electrical power delivery
begimung in the 1930s. Obviously this was a good thing for the farmers
who benefitted. Much of the harm was and continues to be invisible. Even
in narrowly economic terms, these measures virtually wiped out research
in small scale solar, wind, hydroelectric, and alcohol-based power
generators. With traditional power sources artificially subsidized,
research in alternatives was killed for forty five years.(122) We can never
determine the losses in undiscovered possibilities which these subsidies
caused. It is logically possible to argue that, on balance, the intervention
may have achieved more good than harm. But we know that on balance,
self-organizing systems deal more successfully with the complex
coordination ofhuman plans than can any directed set of plans.

Hayek argues that in any given instance, the expected gains from
overriding the rules generating a market will always appear greater than
the usually unknown disruptions such actions will cause. Consequently,
reliance upon the principles generating a market order must always
trump political pressure to override market processes. Principle should
override expedieny. (123) Exactly the same argument applies to our
relationship with the natural world for exactly the same reasons .

Property rights must reflect not just human efficiency, they must
also reflect and be limited by the broader relationships within which we
live. With regard to the non-human world this leads us to several



principles. For example, there can be no right to create toxic wastes or
nonbiodegradeable products. The costs of neutralizing toxins and
recycling should be incorporated into the costs ofproduction. Not to do so
subsidizes the production ofharmful substances by ensiiring that
someone else will pay the price of their maniifacture. In all other forms of
life, that which lives ultimately is recycled back in a nonharmful form to
perpetuate life as a whole. Already the failure to observe this principle has
led to serious problems with groundwater pollution and the like. By not
incorporating these costs in the cost ofproduction, we also perpetuate the
myth that somehow we are privileged actors, separate from the rest of the
world and notboimd by the same principles which govern all life.To say
that thereby some things will be more expensive should carry no more
moral weight than the complaint that a slave owner cannot "afford" to free
his slaves. He cannot afford not to.

Further, does utilization of a renewable resource maintain the
fertility required for indefinite renewal? The reasoning behind this
principle should be obvious, even to economists. In terms of self-interest,
"long run" always arrives. More appropriately, the principle of
stewardship requires it, regardless of how "inconvenient" this will be for

current logging, fishing, and agricultural practices.
Further, does putting resources to human use maintain a diverse

flora and fauna? There can be no right to cause extinction, with the
possible exception of organisms generally lethal to human life, such as
smallpox. Certainly there can be no right to destroy forever any form of
benign life in the pursuit of a goal not absolutely essential to human
survival. Such an action is an assault not only upon the beings destroyed,
but upon all future generations of human beings. It diminishes the
network of relations which create human consciousness when we should
seek instead to enrich them. We are reminded ofHayek's standard for
public policy that it aim at increasing for any person picked out at
random, the prospects that the overall effect ofall changes required by that
order will increase his chances ofattaining his ends."(124) As ecologies
deal with species rather than individuals, the needed modification here is
only that each species should generally have its opportunity to flourish



unhindered by human caused changes. It is vicious in every sense of the
word. It is a crime against humanity and life.

In terms of even narrow self-interest for humankind considered in

isolation, we do not possess the wisdom to decide whether to extinguish a
form of life forever. Briggs and Peat point out that experiments have
suggested the more complex environments with the greatest complexity of
interactions among varieties of organisms are also the most stable. "One
implication is that if complexity among autopopoietic [self-organizing]
structures can lead to stability, then in saving other species from our
greedy meddling, we might in fact be saving ourselves."(125)

More deeply, in terms of a balanced perception of the world and our
place in it, Aldo Leopold s land ethic must hold: "A thing is right when it
tends to preserve the integrity, stability, and beauty ofthe biotic
community. It is wrong when it tends otherwise."(126) Leopold's land
ethic stands in the same relation to the ecology as Hayek's ethical
principle regarding public policy and social self-organizing processes.
Each is an application at its relevant level ofthe same insight and the
same ethic. The deep ecological perspective, then, is not antagonistic to
evolutionary liberalism in the tradition ofHume and Hayek. It only
relativizes this perspective by placing its insights within a larger and, yes
deeper, context. Far from being hostile to ecological insights, liberal
civilization's development of self-organizing institutions marks the first
discovery of ecologically harmonious social processes since the demise of
hunting and gathering societies. (127) But its potential in this regard has
only begun to be explored.
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